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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraph of 35 U. S. C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a

foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year

prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

Claims 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b)

as being anticipated by Patsfall (4,883,216).

With regard to claims 1

:

Patsfall discloses: According to the present invention, projection or airfoil (20) is severed

along a cut line (24), shown as a broken line in FIG. 2, to remove a damaged portion of

the airfoil and to provide a projection or airfoil stub (26) connected to and integral with

hub (22), for example in the vicinity of airflow surface (28) (see Col. 3, Lines 11-16).

Replacement member (62) (FIG. 7) includes a replacement airfoil (64) and a bonding

portion (66) from which airfoil (64) extends (see Col 4, Lines 38 - 40). Then the

replacement member and the stub-collar combination are bonded together at the first

and second bonding interfaces (see Col. 4, Lines 43 - 46).
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Applicant never recites the non-use of collars (FIG. 4) in the replacement method.

Further, Patsfall meets the amended subject matter as broadly recited that is one of an

improvement in an aerodynamic performance over the original blade contour and

substantially mirroring the original blade contour.

The issue being blade contour is damaged; any new blade should improve the

aerodynamic performance.

With regard to claim 2:

Patsfall discloses: it is convenient to bond metal members used in the practice of the

present invention with metallurgical joining method such as pressure bonding, friction

welding, diffusion bonding, etc. (see Col 4, Lines 50 - 54)

With regard to claim 5:

Patsfall discloses: Generally to enhance such bonding, the material of the bonding

interfaces, and consequently generally the replacement member, is substantially the

same as, or at least compatible with, the material of the stub-collar combination (see

Col.4, Lines 46 - 50).

Furthermore "same material" is also mentioned in (Col. 7, Lines 51 - 53), in (Col. 8,

Lines 22 - 24), and in (Col. 8, Lines 61 - 62)

With regard to claim 6:
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Patsfall discloses: The fragmentary perspective view of FIG. 1 and the sectional view of

FIG. 2 present a bladed disk or "blisk" comprising a blading member or airfoil (20) as an

integral projection from a support or hub (22). Damage can occur to the blading

member, for example during its operation in power generating apparatus such as a

turbine engine. In such event, the airfoil (20) must be repaired.

According to the present invention, projection or airfoil (20) is severed along a cut line

(24), shown as a broken line in FIG. 2, ... (see Col. 3, Lines 4-13)

With regard to claim 8:

Patsfall discloses: With the use of distinct or separately manufactured and mechanically

assembled blades and supporting structure, repair has included disassembly of the

mechanically attached members, removal of the damaged blade and reassembly with a

replacement blade (see Col. 1, Lines 29 - 34).

According to the present invention, projection or airfoil (20) is severed along a cut line

(24), shown as a broken line in FIG. 2, to remove a damaged portion of the airfoil and to

provide a projection or airfoil stub (26) connected to and integral with hub (22), for

example in the vicinity of airflow surface (28) (see Col. 3, Lines 11-16). Replacement

member (62) (FIG. 7) includes a replacement airfoil (64) and a bonding portion (66)

from which airfoil (64) extends (see Col 4, Lines 38 - 40). Then the replacement

member and the stub-collar combination are bonded together at the first and second

bonding interfaces (see Col. 4, Lines 43-46).
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Contouring of the replacement blade to the remaining blade can be found in said

disclosure as "general alignment with the stub top portion" (see Col 8, Line 9; Lines 52 -

53, and Col. 10, Lines 22-23)

Reference does disclose uncoupling of the rotor blade from the turbine engine for

repairing, as described in Col. 1, Lines 29 - 34.

With regard to claim 9:

Patsfall discloses: it is convenient to bond metal members used in the practice of the

present invention with metallurgical joining method such as pressure bonding, friction

welding, diffusion bonding, etc. (see Col 4, Lines 50 - 54)

With regard to claim 1 1

:

Patsfall discloses: Generally to enhance such bonding, the material of the bonding

interfaces, and consequently generally the replacement member, is substantially the

same as, or at least compatible with, the material of the stub-collar combination (see

Col.4, Lines 46-50).

Furthermore "same material" is also mentioned in (Col. 7, Lines 51 - 53), in (Col. 8,

Lines 22 - 24), and in (Col. 8, Lines 61 - 62)

With regard to Claim 12:

Patsfall discloses: The fragmentary perspective view of FIG. 1 and the sectional view of

FIG. 2 present a bladed disk or "blisk" comprising a blading member or airfoil (20) as an
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integral projection from a support or hub (22). Damage can occur to the blading

member, for example during its operation in power generating apparatus such as a

turbine engine. In such event, the airfoil (20) must be repaired.

According to the present invention, projection or airfoil (20) is severed along a cut line

(24), shown as a broken line in FIG. 2, ... (see Col. 3, Lines 4-13)

With regard to claim 14:

Patsfall discloses: In one specific example of the present invention, the airfoil of a

titanium alloy blisk, made of a commercially available alloy comprising 6 Al, 4 V balance

Ti was repaired by first removing the damage airfoil in its solid portion by machining

(see Col 6, Lines 26 - 30)

After preparation of the stub-collar combination, a replacement member of that same

titanium alloy was provided and positioned as shown in FIG. 10, ...(see Col 6, Lines 51

-53).

In regard to claim 15:

Patsfall discloses: With the use of distinct or separately manufactured and mechanically

assembled blades and supporting structure, repair has included disassembly of the

mechanically attached members, removal of the damaged blade and reassembly with a

replacement blade (see Col. 1, Lines 29 - 34).

According to the present invention, projection or airfoil (20) is severed along a cut line

(24), shown as a broken line in FIG. 2, to remove a damaged portion of the airfoil and to
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provide a projection or airfoil stub (26) connected to and integral with hub (22), for

example in the vicinity of airflow surface (28) (see Col. 3, Lines 11-16). Replacement

member (62) (FIG. 7) includes a replacement airfoil (64) and a bonding portion (66)

from which airfoil (64) extends (see Col 4, Lines 38 - 40). Then the replacement

member and the stub-collar combination are bonded together at the first and second

bonding interfaces (see Col. 4, Lines 43-46).

Contouring of the replacement blade to the remaining blade can be found in said

disclosure as "general alignment with the stub top portion" (see Col 8, Line 9; Lines 52 -

53, and Col. 10, Lines 22 -23).

Reference does disclose uncoupling of the rotor blade from the turbine engine for

repairing, as described in Col. 1, Lines 29 - 34.

With regard to claim 17:

Patsfall discloses: Generally to enhance such bonding, the material of the bonding

interfaces, and consequently generally the replacement member, is substantially the

same as, or at least compatible with, the material of the stub-collar combination (see

Col.4, Lines 46 - 50).

Furthermore "same material" is also mentioned in (Col. 7, Lines 51 - 53), in (Col. 8,

Lines 22 - 24), and in (Col. 8, Lines 61 - 62).

With regard to claim 19:
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Patsfall discloses: In one specific example of the present invention, the airfoil of a

titanium alloy blisk, made of a commercially available alloy comprising 6 Al, 4 V balance

Ti was repaired by first removing the damage airfoil in its solid portion by machining

(see Col 6, Lines 26 - 30)

After preparation of the stub-collar combination, a replacement member of that same

titanium alloy was provided and positioned as shown in FIG. 10, ...(see Col 6, Lines 51

-53).

Claims 1 - 3, 7, 8, 13, 15, 18, 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as

being anticipated by Dulaney et al. (US 6,238,187 B1).

With regard to claim 1

:

Dulaney et al. discloses: A method for repairing a damage airfoil (10) in shown in FIG.

11, airfoil (10) has leading edge damage (12), surface damage (20) and tip damage

(80). The weld repair procedure depicted in FIG. 11 is to replace substantially the entire

portion of airfoil (10) from above the determined low stress location as indicated by dash

line (82) is milled away or cut off leaving a void where the section of airfoil (10) was

removed and a stub (84) having cut-away surface (86) for receiving a replacement

piece, as depicted in FIG. 12. Replacement piece (88), in the preferred embodiment, is

slightly larger in geometry (see Col. 14, Lines 57 - 67) whereby replacement piece (88)

is slightly thicker, wider and taller than the removed section. Replacement piece (88) is

welded to cut-away surface (84) using electron beam welding technique as depicted in
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FIG. 13a. A weld joint having seam (90) forms the joinder of replacement piece (88) to

stub (84). The weld bead extends along the juncture of cut away surface (86), stub (84),

and replacement piece (88) past the intersection (92) of stub (84) with replacement

piece (88). Airfoil (10) with joined replacement piece (88) forms a joined airfoil which is

shaped to be within predetermined dimensional tolerances as previously described and

depicted in FIG. 13b. Seam (90) is laser shock processed with at least a single track of

overlapping laser processing spots spanning between leading edge (66) and trailing

edge (67) (see Col. 15, Lines 1 - 14).

Further, Dulaney et al. meets the amended subject matter as broadly recited, that is one

of an improvement in an aerodynamic performance over the original blade contour and

substantially mirroring the original blade contour.

The issue being blade contour is damaged; any new blade should improve the

aerodynamic performance.

With regard to claim 2:

Dulaney et al. discloses: The joining step may further include the step of welding the

replacement piece to the airfoil at the cut away surface (see Col. 4, Lines 9-10).

With regard to claim 3:

Dulaney et al. discloses: The joined airfoil is shaped to return the jointed airfoil to within

predetermined dimensional tolerances (step 29) (FIG. 2). In one embodiment, the

predetermined dimensional tolerance is substantially the same as a non-damaged
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airfoil. The process of shaping the joined airfoil comprises contour-milling the joined

airfoil to a slightly oversized finished airfoil contour envelope. A subsequent hand-

contouring grinding achieves a finished dimension of the joined airfoil (see Col. 12,

Lines 29 - 36).

With regard to claim 7:

Dulaney et al. discloses: The joining step may further include the step of welding the

replacement piece to the airfoil at the cut away surface (see Col 4, Lines 9-10).

Furthermore Dulaney et al. disclose: Weldment run-out tabs are spot welded to the

replacement piece, and the replacement piece is welded to the airfoil to maintain

position prior to electron beam (EB) welding. A "line-of-sight" EB weld bead is deposited

on one-side of the airfoil (either the pressure or suction side). A touch-up tig weld may

be required on the opposite side of the weld to eliminate any EB weld beam blow-

through and/or weldment underfill (see Col 8, Lines 29 - 37).

With regard to claim 8:

Dulaney et al. discloses:

Another advantage of the present invention is that the particular repair operation

involving the removal of a component portion that encompasses the damage

area... (see Col 4, Lines 41 -43)

A method for repairing a damage airfoil (10) in shown in FIG. 11, airfoil (10) has leading

edge damage (12), surface damage (20) and tip damage (80). The weld repair
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procedure depicted in FIG. 11 is to replace substantially the entire portion of airfoil (10)

from above the determined low stress location as indicated by dash line (82) is milled

away or cut off leaving a void where the section of airfoil (10) was removed and a stub

(84) having cut-away surface (86) for receiving a replacement piece, as depicted in FIG.

12. Replacement piece (88), in the preferred embodiment, is slightly larger in geometry

(see Col. 14, Lines 57 - 67) whereby replacement piece (88) is slightly thicker, wider

and taller than the removed section. Replacement piece (88) is welded to cut-away

surface (84) using electron beam welding technique as depicted in FIG. 13a. A weld

joint having seam (90) forms the joinder of replacement piece (88) to stub (84). The

weld bead extends along the juncture of cut away surface (86), stub (84), and

replacement piece (88) past the intersection (92) of stub (84) with replacement piece

(88). Airfoil (10) with joined replacement piece (88) forms a joined airfoil which is

shaped to be within predetermined dimensional tolerances as previously described and

depicted in FIG. 13b. Seam (90) is laser shock processed with at least a single track of

overlapping laser processing spots spanning between leading edge (66) and trailing

edge (67) (see Col. 15, Lines 1 - 14). The joined airfoil is shaped to return the jointed

airfoil to within predetermined dimensional tolerances (step 29) (FIG. 2). In one

embodiment, the predetermined dimensional tolerance is substantially the same as a

non-damaged airfoil. The process of shaping the joined airfoil comprises contour-milling

the joined airfoil to a slightly oversized finished airfoil contour envelope. A subsequent

hand-contouring grinding achieves a finished dimension of the joined airfoil (see Col.

12, Lines 29-36)
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Reference does disclose uncoupling of the rotor blade from the turbine engine for

repairing, as described in Col. 4, Lines 42 - 44.

With regard to claim 13:

Dulaney et al. discloses: The joining step may further include the step of welding the

replacement piece to the airfoil at the cut away surface (see Col 4, Lines 9-10).

Furthermore Dulaney et al. disclose: Weldment run-out tabs are spot welded to the

replacement piece, and the replacement piece is welded to the airfoil to maintain

position prior to electron beam (EB) welding. A "line-of-sight" EB weld bead is deposited

on one-side of the airfoil (either the pressure or suction side). A touch-up tig weld may

be required on the opposite side of the weld to eliminate any EB weld beam blow-

through and/or weldment underfill (see Col 8, Lines 29 - 37).

With regard to claim 1 5:

Dulaney et al. discloses:

Another advantage of the present invention is that the particular repair operation

involving the removal of a component portion that encompasses the damage

area... (see Col 4, Lines 41 - 43)

A method for repairing a damage airfoil (10) in shown in FIG. 11, airfoil (10) has leading

edge damage (12), surface damage (20) and tip damage (80). The weld repair

procedure depicted in FIG. 11 is to replace substantially the entire portion of airfoil (10)

from above the determined low stress location as indicated by dash line (82) is milled
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away or cut off leaving a void where the section of airfoil (10) was removed and a stub

(84) having cut-away surface (86) for receiving a replacement piece, as depicted in FIG.

12. Replacement piece (88), in the preferred embodiment, is slightly larger in geometry

(see Col. 14, Lines 57 - 67) whereby replacement piece (88) is slightly thicker, wider

and taller than the removed section. Replacement piece (88) is welded to cut-away

surface (84) using electron beam welding technique as depicted in FIG. 13a. A weld

joint having seam (90) forms the joinder of replacement piece (88) to stub (84). The

weld bead extends along the juncture of cut away surface (86), stub (84), and

replacement piece (88) past the intersection (92) of stub (84) with replacement piece

(88). Airfoil (10) with joined replacement piece (88) forms a joined airfoil which is

shaped to be within predetermined dimensional tolerances as previously described and

depicted in FIG. 13b. Seam (90) is laser shock processed with at least a single track of

overlapping laser processing spots spanning between leading edge (66) and trailing

edge (67) (see Col. 15, Lines 1-14). The joined airfoil is shaped to return the jointed

airfoil to within predetermined dimensional tolerances (step 29) (FIG. 2). In one

embodiment, the predetermined dimensional tolerance is substantially the same as a

non-damaged airfoil. The process of shaping the joined airfoil comprises contour-milling

the joined airfoil to a slightly oversized finished airfoil contour envelope. A subsequent

hand-contouring grinding achieves a finished dimension of the joined airfoil (see Col.

12, Lines 29-36).

Reference does disclose uncoupling of the rotor blade from the turbine engine for

repairing, as described in Col. 4, Lines 42 - 44.
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With regard to claim 18:

Dulaney et al. discloses: The joining step may further include the step of welding the

replacement piece to the airfoil at the cut away surface (see Col 4, Lines 9-10).

Furthermore Dulaney et al. disclose: Weldment run-out tabs are spot welded to the

replacement piece, and the replacement piece is welded to the airfoil to maintain

position prior to electron beam (EB) welding. A "line-of-sight" EB weld bead is deposited

on one-side of the airfoil (either the pressure or suction side). A touch-up tig weld may

be required on the opposite side of the weld to eliminate any EB weld beam blow-

through and/or weldment underfill (see Col 8, Lines 29 - 37).

With regard to claim 20:

Dulaney et al. discloses: The joined airfoil is fixtured in rigid machine tooling and

contoured to slightly oversized finish airfoil contour envelope (step 29). A final step of

hand contour blending grinds the joined airfoil to a finished dimension (step 29). The

resulting joined airfoil has a predetermined dimensional tolerance. In one embodiment

of the present invention, the resulting airfoil predetermined dimensional tolerance is

substantially that of a non-damaged airfoil (see Col 8, Lines 38 - 45).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all
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obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed

or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the

subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject

matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made
to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was
made.

Claims 4, 10, 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Dulaney et al. (US 6,238,187 B1) in view of Legros

(5,152,058).

With regard to claims 4, 10,16:

Dulaney et al. discloses: The claimed invention except for automatically welding

mechanism the replacement blade portion to the remaining blade portion.

Legros teaches automatically welding mechanism the replacement blade portion to the

remaining blade portion as recited in (Col. 2, Lines 29-42).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

to provide Dulaney with the automatically welding process, as taught by Legros, since

such a modification would have automatically carried out repair operations on a

succession of identical blades.

Response to Argument
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Applicant's arguments filed 09/19/2005 have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive.

1) Applicant's arguments, see Remarks, filed 09/19/2005, with respect to

Specification have been fully considered and are persuasive. The objection of the

specification has been withdrawn.

2) Applicant's arguments, see Remarks, filed 09/19/2005, with respect to Claim

12 have been fully considered and are persuasive. The objection of Claim 12 has been

withdrawn.

3) Applicant's arguments on the rejection of Claims 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14,

15, 17 and 19 under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Patsfall (U.S. 4,883,216)

have been fully considered but they are not persuasive:

a) Applicant never recites the non-use of collars (FIG. 4) in the replacement

method. Further, Patsfall meets the amended subject matter as broadly recited that is

one of an improvement in an aerodynamic performance over the original blade contour

and substantially mirroring the original blade contour.

The issue being blade contour is damaged; any new blade should improve the

aerodynamic performance.

b) Reference does disclose uncoupling of the rotor blade from the turbine

engine for repairing, as described in Col. 1, Lines 29 - 34.
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4) Applicant's arguments on the rejection of Claims 1 -3, 7, 8, 13, 15, 18 and 20

under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Dulaney et al. (U.S. 6,238,187) have

been fully considered but they are not persuasive:

a) Dulaney et al. meets the amended subject matter as broadly recited, that is

one of an improvement in an aerodynamic performance over the original blade contour

and substantially mirroring the original blade contour.

The issue being blade contour is damaged; any new blade should improve the

aerodynamic performance.

b) Reference does disclose uncoupling of the rotor blade from the turbine

engine for repairing, as described in Col. 4, Lines 42 - 44.

5) In response to applicant's argument that there is no suggestion to combine the

references, the examiner recognizes that obviousness can only be established by

combining or modifying the teachings of the prior art to produce the claimed invention

where there is some teaching, suggestion, or motivation to do so found either in the

references themselves or in the knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in

the art. See In re Fine, 837 F.2d 1071, 5 USPQ2d 1596 (Fed. Cir. 1988) and In re

Jones, 958 F.2d 347, 21 USPQ2d 1941 (Fed. Cir. 1992). In this case, It would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide

Dulaney with the automatically welding process, as taught by Legros, since such a
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modification would have automatically carried out repair operations on a succession of

identical blades.

In response to applicant's argument that obviousness cannot be established by

combining the teachings of the cited art to produce the claimed invention, the fact that

applicant has recognized another advantage which would flow naturally from following

the suggestion of the prior art cannot be the basis for patentability when the differences

would otherwise be obvious. See Ex parte Obiaya, 227 USPQ 58, 60 (Bd. Pat. App. &

Inter. 1985).

In response to applicant's argument that the examiner's conclusion of

obviousness is based upon improper hindsight reasoning, it must be recognized that

any judgment on obviousness is in a sense necessarily a reconstruction based upon

hindsight reasoning. But so long as it takes into account only knowledge which was

within the level of ordinary skill at the time the claimed invention was made, and does

not include knowledge gleaned only from the applicant's disclosure, such a

reconstruction is proper. See In re McLaughlin, 443 F.2d 1392, 170 USPQ 209 (CCPA

1971).

Conclusion
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Hung C. Le whose telephone number is 571-272-8757.

The examiner can normally be reached on M-F: 08:00am - 05:30 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Derris Banks can be reached on 571-272-4419. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for
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